Simulated Mars Rover Model Competition

Abstract 2191- SIPOS, Attila; VIZI, Pál Gábor: Simulated Mars Rover Model Competition The Competition of Applied Engineering Sciences, working name is Magyarok a Marson (Hungarians on Mars) is in process more than a decade. Founder of the contest is Attila Sipos. We presented our previous works in several LPSCs in the last years. This artwork is a video of the organizers of the Competition where the contestants are invited to compete. In addition at the end of the video is the final race, in 5 seconds :D You can find the invitation video together with the full final round of the race here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lIBUSvh94d0&feature=youtu.be. The goal of this STEAM video is to show the previous marketing video artwork of the organizers, how they made efforts to show the Competition for the possible contestants in one minute year by year.